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		Learn to use NATS and messaging as a solution for communication between services. The NATS project has been around since 2010, but it has become more popular in recent years due to how well it fits into the paradigm of cloud native applications and microservices architectures. It’s fast becoming a very attractive option thanks to its great performance characteristics--a single server can push millions of messages per second--and overall simple design.

	
		First you will learn the fundamentals of NATS, such as its design, protocol and the styles of communications it enables, internals of the NATS clients, and how to use the basic API provided by all the official clients. You will also understand how to setup and configure NATS servers using the configuration file. 

	
		Next you'll work with real-world projects and see how to develop a production-ready cloud native application using NATS as the control plane over which clients communicate. Finally you’ll learn advanced usage of the NATS clients, such as implementing heartbeats based failure detectors, tracing or collecting multiple responses from a single request.

	
		Perhaps you are familiar with REST-style APIs, and want to make the transition into a messaging-based approach instead. Practical NATS is the perfect place to start.

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Use NATS to build applications which use it as the control plane for communication among components
	
			Explore the fundamentals of NATS such as how the protocol works under the hood to more advanced communication styles which are possible with the basic building blocks provided by the client
	
			Setup, operate, and configure NATS servers, as well as how to troubleshoot common failure scenarios


	
		Who This Book Is For 

	Anyone looking for a solution for some of the problems which come along with microservices and cloud native application development, such as service discovery, low latency requests, load balancing, tracing and monitoring for example. Also adopters of NATS who need further help getting started using it. Ideally you should have some familiarity with Go as that is the language of the code examples.
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Excel 2007 Advanced Report DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Create powerful, innovative reporting solutions with Excel 2007
    In this new book, significantly updated from his bestselling Excel 2003 version, Timothy Zapawa has provided you with in-depth coverage of Excel 2007's enhanced reporting capabilities. Discover what you can do with PivotTable and...
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Hands-On Cybersecurity for Architects: Plan and design robust security architecturesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain practical experience of creating security solutions and designing secure, highly available, and dynamic infrastructure for your organization

	
		Key Features

		
			Architect complex security structures using standard practices and use cases
	
			Integrate security with any...
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Marmalade SDK Mobile Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern mobile devices are capable of supporting video games of amazing quality but there are so many different devices and platforms how can you support them all? The answer is to use the Marmalade SDK to write your code once and deploy it to all popular mobile platforms at the touch of a button.


	Marmalade SDK Mobile Game...
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Video Object Extraction and Representation: Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2000
Video Object Extraction and Representation: Theory and  Applications is an essential reference for electrical engineers  working in video; computer scientists researching or building  multimedia databases; video system designers; students of video  processing; video technicians; and designers working in the graphic  arts.

  In...
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Learning Android Application TestingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Improve your Android applications through intensive testing and debugging


	About This Book

	
		Focus on Android instrumentation testing to ensure full application coverage
	
		Apply testing techniques and utilize tools to improve Android application development
	
		Build intensively...
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Modeling of Curves and Surfaces with MATLAB®Springer, 2010

	This text on geometry modeling is devoted to a number of central geometrical topics—
	graphs of functions, transformations, (non-)Euclidean geometries, curves and surfaces—
	and presents some elementary methods for analytical modeling and visualization
	of them.


	In 1872 F. Klein proposed his Erlangen Programme in...
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